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PHIL JENSKY
A DJ, culture and media expert from Cracow. Early days of his DJ activity go as far as year 2005. In polish
ranking "MUNOLUDY 2013" he got to the top 20 of best "DJ / Producer of the year in Poland 2013". From 2012 he
hosts his famous broadcast in Poland called "Strangers In The Night" in one of the biggest radio stations in his country
- "RMF Club", where he also invites exquisite guests. Previously for 5 years he hosted his radio shows in
"Houseradio.pl. In 2008 he reached semi-finals of “Bacardi B-Live” contest, where he was acclaimed by Bacardi
2008/2009 jury (Jacek Sienkiewicz, Angelo Mike, Peres). He performed on two major festivals – in 2007 on “Carling
Leeds Festival” in England, in every edition of "Próba Dźwięku Festival" and also in 2011 he represented the BURN
STAGE on “Burn Selector Festival” in Cracow.
In 2014 together with Lubica he produced his first track "Strangers" which was published in norwegial label
"Small Records",
His sets meet a warm reception. One of his “Strangers In The Night” mixes was appreciated by a prestigious
polish magazine “DJ Magazine” and recognized as Mixtura no 1 (April 2008). His talent was noticed also by an US
label – “DJ Friendly Records” and he was offered a recording of a compilation album, under the name “Deep Night
For Resting”. He played his sets as a guest in a number of local and foreign radio stations and portals such as: "Sweat
Lodge Radio" „Pure FM”, „Minimal Radio”, „Danceradio.gr”, „Mixing.hu”, „Mixntrix.net”.
He took part in numerous charity events. In 2009 especially for website www.slyszymy.pl and magazine
“Usłyszeć Świat” (“To hear the world”), he joined the crew on an educational movie for secondary and high schools
named “widzieć – by słyszeć” (“See – to hear”), where he told stories about life and problems of a person with
impaired hearing since birth.
Nowadays he plays mainly deep, house, tech-house and techno. He believes that a good set is one that not
only is coherent but also carrying a big load of various emotions.
He performed with artist such as Damian Lazarus, Troy Pierce, Recondite, SCSI-9, Michael Mayer, Oliver
Huntemann, Heiko Laux, Marc Houle, BLOND:ISH, Kölsch, Gary Beck, Samuel L Session, Ripperton, Psyk, Smash TV,
Neil Landstrumm, Rone, Objekt, Dustin Zahn, Doctor Dru, Max Cooper, Jimpster, Ejeca, Marco Bailey, Sandy Rivera,
Damon Wild, Lee Jones, Rui Da Silva, Chopstick, Till Von Sein, Lukas Greenberg, Tom Novy and leading polish artists:
Catz'n'Dogz, Marcin Czubala, Jacek Sienkiewicz, Karol XVII & MB Valence, SLG, Novika, Kuba Sojka, Pol_On, Angelo
Mike, Eltron John, Thomas Langner and many many others.
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